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We demonstrate a versatile and efficient setup to perform femtosecond stimulated Raman

spectroscopy (FSRS). Technical innovations are implemented to achieve the wavelength tunability

for both the picosecond narrowband Raman pump pulse and femtosecond broadband Raman probe

pulse. Using a simplified one-grating scheme in a home-built second harmonic bandwidth compres-

sor followed by a two-stage noncollinear optical parametric amplifier, we tune the Raman pump

pulse from ca. 480 to 750 nm. To generate the suitable Raman probe pulse in tandem, we rely on our

recently demonstrated broadband up-converted multicolor array technique that readily provides tun-

able broadband laser sidebands across the visible to near-infrared range. This unique setup has

unparalleled flexibility for conducting FSRS. We measure the ground-state Raman spectra of a

cyclohexane standard using tunable pump-probe pairs at various wavelengths across the visible

region. The best spectral resolution is �12 cm�1. By tuning the pump wavelength closer to the elec-

tronic absorption band of a photoacid pyranine in water, we observe the pre-resonantly enhanced

Raman signal. The stimulated Raman gain of the 1627 cm�1 mode is increased by over 15 times.
VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4891766]

Ultrafast spectroscopic techniques are powerful in tack-

ling some of the most challenging problems in modern

physics, chemistry, biology, and materials science with the

advancement of femtosecond (fs) laser technologies.1–4

Using sophisticated sequence of laser pulses in specific geo-

metries, researchers can unravel the microscopic atomic

motions that play a crucial role leading to macroscopic func-

tions. The key is to capture molecular structural snapshots

with simultaneously high spectral and temporal resolution.

In particular, studies of photophysical and photochemical

events in life processes including photosynthesis and fluores-

cence as well as photolysis of metal-organic complexes in

materials science demand a technique that can access nuclear

coordinates in the electronic excited state.

In contrast to the commonly used transient absorption

that infers molecular speciation in the electronic domain,5–7

femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) is an

emerging structural dynamics technique that can acquire high

signal-to-noise ratio excited-state vibrational spectrum free

from fluorescence background.3,8–10 In FSRS, a picosecond

(ps) narrowband Raman pump (Rpu) pulse and an fs broad-

band probe pulse are used to stimulate Raman scattering sig-

nals and produce sharp vibrational features across a wide

spectral region. Since the resultant FSRS spectrum is obtained

based on the equation, Raman gain¼Raman probe spectrum

with pump on/Raman probe spectrum with pump off � 1, a

combination of 500-Hz optical chopper in the pump arm and

a charge coupled device (CCD) camera synchronized with the

1-kHz laser repetition rate ensures that one stimulated Raman

spectrum can be obtained in 2ms.11,12 Large quantities of data

traces can thus be efficiently collected and averaged to

improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Further advantages of using

FSRS to study molecular motions either in the ground state or

excited state are accomplished by tuning the Raman pump

and probe pulses across a broad spectral range. One can make

use of resonance enhancement with a tunable pump13–18 to

increase the Raman signal, in conjunction with the probe

improvement of generating a tunable broadband pulse to

access the low-frequency region10,19 as compared to conven-

tional continuous-wave Raman or IR spectroscopy.

In this Letter, we demonstrate an improved FSRS setup

[Fig. 1] that can simultaneously tune the Rpu pulse in the visi-

ble (ca. 480–750 nm) and the accompanying Raman probe

(Rpr) pulse in the visible to near IR (ca. 450–850 nm). Notably,

the broad spectral coverage is continuous without gaps.

Briefly, the fs laser system consists of a mode-locked Ti:

Sapphire oscillator (Mantis-5) and regenerative amplifier

(Legend Elite-USP-1K-HE, Coherent) that provides �4W

fundamental pulse (FP) at 800 nm (35 fs, 1 kHz). About 1.6

mJ/pulse FP is used to generate the tunable pulses for FSRS.

The Rpu generation consists of three parts: (1) second-

harmonic bandwidth compressor (SHBC) that produces a 400-

nm narrowband ps pump; (2) femtosecond noncollinear optical

parametric amplifier (NOPA) and grating-slit-based spectral

filter13 that produce narrowband ps seed with wavelength tuna-

bility; and (3) a two-stage ps-NOPA that amplifies the ps seed

with the ps pump to generate the intense, tunable ps Rpu out-

put. In parallel, a broadband up-converted multicolor array

(BUMA) setup provides a tunable broadband fs pulse as Rpr.

Both the Rpu and Rpr pulses are then combined noncollinearly

to perform ground-state FSRS measurements.4,11,12

The BUMA signal has been used as Rpr to collect an

anti-Stokes Raman spectrum of a solvent mixture with

Rpu¼ 800 nm.10 Here, we aim to exploit the full potential of

BUMA technology in tunable FSRS. In the BUMA setup
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[Fig. 1, light red area], �75 lJ/pulse FP passes through a

20R:80T beamsplitter. The reflected arm is focused on a

2-mm-thick Z-cut single-crystal sapphire plate to generate

supercontinuum white light (SCWL). The transmitted arm is

attenuated before being focused on a 0.5-mm-thick transpar-

ent medium19–23 (e.g., quartz plate) to noncollinearly pump

SCWL with a crossing angle of �6�. The diameters of both

beams on the quartz surface are �200 lm. We use quartz

due to its high optical damage threshold.24 Depending on the

Rpu wavelength, one of the first three BUMA sidebands (Sþ1

for Rpu> 600 nm, Sþ2 for 520�Rpu� 600 nm, and Sþ3 for

Rpu< 520 nm) is selected as Rpr. All the sidebands have the

same p-polarization as the incident SCWL.

The advantages of the BUMA probe over the commonly

used SCWL are the following. (1) Wavelength tunability is

achieved by varying the time delay between the two incident

pulses. (2) It is background free because the sidebands are spa-

tially separated from FP. Traditionally, a broadband probe near

800 nm is difficult to obtain because of strong interference

between the nascent SCWL and residual 800-nm FP. This lim-

its our capabilities to investigate molecular systems with inter-

esting electronic and/or vibrational features in this spectral

regime. BUMA sidebands fill the void and the influence from

residual FP can be minimized.4 (3) BUMA sidebands are self-

compressed to ca. 30–60 fs pulse duration19,23 so no additional

compression is needed, in contrast to the complex compression

system required for SCWL.9,11 (4) Parametric amplification

based on v(3) and v(2)-nonlinearities25 increases the sideband

signal intensity so higher signal-to-noise ratio in FSRS can be

achieved. Furthermore, compared to the NOPA probe,15 the

BUMA probe offers subsequent benefits. (i) It is economical

and flexible.10,19,23,25–27 Depending on applications such as fs

Raman or optical switching, various media can be used that

include beta barium borate (BBO), sapphire, CaF2, quartz,

BK7 glass, etc. (ii) Broadband sidebands are readily achieved

and potentially on either side of FP.25 It does not require pre-

cise tuning of the phase-matching angle28 or manipulation of

the input beams.21,29

To generate the intense ps Rpu from an fs laser source,

several conversion stages are needed. In the green shaded

area of Fig. 1, �20 lJ of FP is attenuated and focused onto a

2-mm-thick sapphire plate to generate SCWL. About 60 lJ
of FP undergoes beam size reduction through a telescope

and frequency doubling in a 1-mm-thick type-I BBO to gen-

erate �20 lJ SH pulses. The SCWL and 400-nm pulses are

focused onto a 1-mm-thick type-II BBO as the signal and

pump, respectively, in an fs-NOPA setup. The center wave-

length of the amplified signal is tunable from ca. 480 to

750 nm via rotating the BBO crystal and adjusting the time

delay between the two incident pulses. The NOPA output

(�1 lJ/pulse) is dispersed by a reflective grating (1800

grooves/mm, 500 nm blaze at 26.7�; 10RG1800–500-1,

Newport) and focused on an adjustable slit by a cylindrical

lens (CL) to select a portion with �12 cm�1 bandwidth.13,14

The spectrally filtered pulse is used in the subsequent two-

stage ps-NOPA as the ps seed.

FIG. 1. Schematic (top-view) of our experimental setup to perform tunable FSRS. The 800 nm FP powers three distinct parts: SHBC (light blue shade), fs

NOPA and spectral filter (light green), and BUMA apparatus (light red). The ps pump and seed pulses are combined in the two-stage single-pass ps NOPA (light

violet) to generate tunable, ps Raman pump pulse in the visible. The Raman ps pump and fs probe pulses interrogate the sample in the measurement scheme

(light orange). SP, sapphire plate; VNDF, variable neutral-density filter; BS, beamsplitter; f100, lens with focal length of 100mm; CM, concave mirror; CL, cy-

lindrical lens; PM, parabolic mirror. Grating1 (2) denotes the plane-ruled reflective grating with 1800 (1200) grooves/mm and 500 (1000) nm blaze. Most delay

lines for time overlap are omitted for simplicity. The four-beam geometry on the single grating in SHBC is depicted on the right (yellow). The focal points are

marked by small white circles beside Grating2. The 90:10 BS represents 90% Reflection, 10% Transmission. In the NOPA setup, the p-polarized visible seed

and s-polarized 400-nm pump beams are vertically displaced and overlapped in type-II BBO in a noncollinear geometry with a crossing angle of �3�.
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Based on the effect of chirp elimination in second-

harmonic generation (SHG) when the incident FPs have op-

posite temporal chirps,30,31 chirp-free 400-nm ps pump is

generated in a homemade SHBC [Fig. 1, light blue area].

The input FP is evenly split into the positive and negative-

chirp arms. Instead of using one grating per arm,15–17 we

achieve a compact and economical setup with just one reflec-

tive grating (1200 grooves/mm, 1000 nm blaze at 36.8�;
20RG1200–1000-2, Newport). In each arm, a CL and a back

mirror on the focal point of the CL are placed on a transla-

tion stage. Dispersion depends on the distance between the

CL and grating (denoted as d1/d2 for the positive/negative-

chirp arm). The two translation stages are placed that d1/d2 is

smaller/larger than the CL focal length. To generate a chirp-

free SH pulse, d1 and d2 need to be tuned to equalize the

magnitude of the two opposite chirps. Experimentally, this is

achieved by sending one FP into both arms consecutively,

and the duration of the output matches input when the two

opposite chirps cancel each other.32 The two chirped pulses

are then telescoped to smaller beam sizes (�2mm diame-

ter)15 and combined noncollinearly on a 1-mm-thick type-I

BBO to generate the 400 nm, �160 lJ, 2 ps SH pulse.

Considering that each incident chirped-FP energy is

�300 lJ, the conversion efficiency reaches �27%.

The SHBC output is divided by a beamsplitter (70%R) to

pump a two-stage ps-NOPA system [Fig. 1, light violet area]

that ensures high conversion efficiency and output stability.

The ps seed is amplified in the first ps-NOPA (3-mm-thick

type-II BBO) to �1lJ, and further amplified up to 14lJ in

the second ps-NOPA (5-mm-thick type-II BBO). This repre-

sents an overall conversion efficiency of �1% (from fs FP to

ps Rpu) that is adequate.13–15,17 Higher efficiency can be

obtained by changing the SHBC grating blaze [Fig. 1] from 1

lm to 800 nm. After collimation, the ps pulse is ready to be

used as the narrowband Rpu for tunable FSRS.

To characterize the ps Rpu, we measure its spectrum (e.

g., centered at �599 nm) using an Ocean Optics spectrometer

(QE65-Pro, spectral range 520–690 nm) [Fig. 2(a)]. The full-

width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) is 1.02 nm (27.8 cm�1).

The pulse duration is obtained by a home-built SHG-autocor-

relator with a 0.1-mm-thick type-I BBO. The FWHM of the

autocorrelation signal is 2.27 ps [Fig. 2(b)], corresponding to

an incident pulse duration of �1.6 ps. Autocorrelation profiles

for other Rpu wavelengths [Fig. 3(a)] are similar. The near-

Gaussian temporal profile improves spectral resolution while

minimizing unwanted spectral ringing in FSRS data.18 The

time-bandwidth product of �44.5 ps�cm�1 is �3 times the

Fourier-transform limit of a Gaussian pulse (14.7 ps�cm�1),14,17

indicative of a chirped Rpu. However, by adjusting the tempo-

ral and spatial overlap between the collimated Raman pump-

probe pair, we can obtain high-quality FSRS data without the

need to achieve the narrowest bandwidth for a chirp-free Rpu.

This is because the broadband fs-Rpr induces the vibrational

coherence only with a specific portion of Rpu during their time

overlap,9,11 and the amount of Rpu temporal chirp occurring

during the vibrational dephasing time is significantly less than

the vibrational linewidth.3,33 Therefore, the distorted FSRS

lineshape is not apparent (see below).

In the measurement scheme [Fig. 1, light orange area],

the p-polarized Rpu and Rpr are spatially and temporally

overlapped at the sample cell in a crossing geometry. The

transmitted Rpr carrying the stimulated Raman scattering sig-

nal is dispersed by a 600-grooves/mm grating (400 nm blaze)

in a spectrograph (MS127i, Oriel) and focused onto a CCD-

array camera (PIXIS 100F, Princeton Instruments) synchron-

ized at the laser repetition rate. Instrument control and initial

data processing are performed by LabVIEW.

To examine the tunability of our setup, we collect the

ground-state FSRS spectra of cyclohexane (a solvent stand-

ard) at six different Rpu wavelengths with the power of

126 1lJ/pulse. The broad tunable range of Rpu-Rpr pairs is

exhibited in Fig. 3, and resultant Raman spectra are shown in

Fig. 4. The FWHM of the 802 cm�1 mode varies from

27 cm�1 (Rpu¼ 483 nm) to 12 cm�1 (Rpu¼ 745 nm). The

main factor that increases the Rpu bandwidth is spectral broad-

ening by the ps-NOPA processes. In particular, the precision

limit of the grating-mechanical-slit filter yields a broader Rpu

bandwidth at shorter wavelengths. The small ringing near the

main peak is likely due to our �1.6 ps Rpu that still truncates

the mode free induction decay (dephasing time of �2.0 ps).

Additional spectral filtering of Rpu has shown to be useful.18

The 802 cm�1 mode gain varies from 28% (Rpu¼ 652 nm) to

44% (Rpu¼ 483 nm), displaying no clear trend versus the Rpu

FIG. 2. Characterization of a typical narrowband Rpu pulse. The spectral (a)

and temporal (b) profile of the Rpu centered at 599 nm. Red spheres represent

experimental data while black solid lines are Gaussian fits. The FWHM val-

ues are indicated.

FIG. 3. Broad tunability of the Rpu and Rpr pulses in pairs. Normalized ex-

perimental Rpu spectra at six different center wavelengths: 483, 548, 594,

652, 686, and 745 nm (top) and the corresponding Rpr spectra from BUMA

sidebands (bottom). By tuning the BUMA apparatus and choosing the order

of sidebands to cover various spectral regions, we can conveniently collect

the stimulated Raman spectrum spanning from ca. 100–4000 cm�1 at each

Rpu wavelength.
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wavelength. Meanwhile, the intensity ratios between the 802,

1028, 1266, and 1445 cm�1 peaks remain unchanged through-

out wavelength tuning, consistent with the intensity-corrected

standard cyclohexane Raman spectrum acquired using 532

and 752-nm excitation.34

One major motivation to develop tunable FSRS is to

exploit resonance enhancement to increase the signal-to-noise

ratio of Raman spectrum.35–37 We measure the ground-state

FSRS signal of 10-mM photoacid pyranine (8-hydroxypyrene-

1,3,6-trisulfonic acid, or HPTS)11,12,38 in water [Fig. 5]. Seven

different Rpu wavelengths are used and the corresponding

1627 cm�1 mode intensities are plotted in Fig. 5 inset. The

vibrational modes of HPTS are clearly resolved with different

intensity ratios from previous results12 at Rpu¼ 800 nm. The

intensity ratio of the 1627 over 1368 cm�1 modes drops from

2:1 at 483-nm pump to 3:2 at 745-nm pump. These findings

are indicative of mode-dependent Raman excitation profiles

that lead to relative Raman intensity changes as a function of

excitation wavelength.37 To minimize influence from the

overlapping lower-frequency shoulder, we use multi-Gaussian

fitting to retrieve the peak height of the main band. The Raman

gain of 0.44% at Rpu¼ 745 nm is similar to the aforementioned

Rpu¼ 800 nm data (0.22%). When Rpu is blue-tuned to

594 nm, small enhancement is observed (0.73% gain). As Rpu

is tuned toward the �400-nm electronic absorption band of

HPTS in water,12,38 strong pre-resonance enhancement occurs:

the 1627 cm�1 mode gain is �2.0%, 2.9%, and 6.7% for

Rpu¼ 548, 528, and 483 nm, respectively. Therefore, >15

times increase of the Raman gain is observed upon tuning Rpu

from 745 to 483 nm. Signal enhancement is especially useful

when the intrinsic Raman cross-section is small, and with an

additional actinic pump to photoexcite the sample, we can bet-

ter capture spectral signatures of transient species during

chemical reactions such as excited-state proton transfer in

biomolecules.3,39

In summary, we present a unique FSRS setup with

simultaneously tunable Raman pump and probe pulses in the

visible from a single fs source. The narrowband ps Raman

pump (480–750 nm, up to 14 lJ/pulse) offers the highest

power among reported tunable FSRS setups,13–18 while the

SHBC design with one grating gives improved simplicity.

The broadband fs Raman probe (450–850 nm, <100 nJ/

pulse) arises from the spatially separated BUMA sidebands,

which provide ultrabroad tunability with self-compression

rooted in cascaded four-wave mixing.20,23 In principle, we

can extend the probe into the ultraviolet regime (i.e.,

<400 nm) using sum-frequency-generation/SHG-induced

BUMA signals.23,27,32 The convenience and versatility to

broadly tune Rpu-Rpr pairs are manifested through the mea-

surement of ground-state Raman spectrum of cyclohexane.

Moreover, we achieve the pre-resonance enhancement of

pyranine FSRS signals in aqueous solution by tuning Rpu to-

ward the electronic absorption peak and the Rpr spectral pro-

file in tandem. The combination of tunable ps and fs pulses

from a commercially available fs-laser source will enable the

elucidation of ultrafast structural dynamics by monitoring

transient species with desirable specificity and sensitivity on

the atomic level, thus paving the way for FSRS to be widely

employed to tackle challenging problems2–4,39 in materials,

energy, and life sciences.
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